CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

4.1. Conclusion

In this chapter the writer wants to give conclusion that has been taking previously based on analysis that had been done by the writer. After analyzing four song lyrics of Moana movie soundtrack song’s, the writer wants to apply the result.

In the first song “We Know The Way” there are contain 26 ambiguity which it has 8 structural ambiguity and 18 lexical ambiguity with percentage 10% ambiguity from all songs, in “You’re Welcome” there are contain 115 ambiguity which it has 11 structural ambiguity and 104 lexical ambiguity with percentage 43% ambiguity from all songs, in “I’m Moana” there are contain 45 ambiguity which it has 10 structural ambiguity and 35 lexical ambiguity with percentage 17% ambiguity from all songs and the last in “How Far I’ll Go” there are contain 80 ambiguity which 7 structural ambiguity and 73 lexical ambiguity with percentage 30% ambiguity from all songs.

The meaning of soundtrack song lyric’s average made fit with the scene in moana movie. It used to deliver meaning or message in the story such as: “We Know The Way” telling the story of Polynesian tribe which they are is a fisherman, “You’re Welcome” telling about Maui meet person(moana) and describe who is Maui, “I’m Moana” has meaning to describe who is moana and
her spirit when she almost give up to save her island and her people, and the last is “How Far I’ll Go” telling about the daughter (moana) with all of her curiously, bravely, and fighting to explore the sailorship. The used ambiguity in soundtrack song lyric’s moana movie has function to interesting the audience, more variation style in language, and has good combination with the audio.

4.2. Sugesstion

In linguistics, semantic is an interesting topic to analyzed. Through this paper, the writer has several suggestion for the reader and next researcher especially for the students of English literary in BSI. For the reader the writer wishes can give a new knowledge and information about the semantic through this paper.

For next researcher the writer wishes can give inspiration to decided the title to do research. Beside that the writer suggestion no matter what the topic or title the student decided for analyzed in the research, cause its just about how much the student interest and understand to the theory will be discussed in their paper. So it will usefull for theirselves and the reader to have a new knowledge.